Introduction. In this paper, the prime number theorem in the form ψ(x) = Σi P m t*χlogP = β + o(x-\og~l l6+s x), for every ε > 0, is established via a proof that in the well-known formula (1) p ( With the help of (1), (2), and (4), (6) can be proved easily:
and (4))
(7) follows now by (1), (2), and (6).
The proof now proceeds in the following steps : in part I, certain asymptotic formulas for a n (see (1)) and g n (see (6)) are derived they suggest that "on the average," a n is -A o , and g n is A 2 0 + 2A X . In part II, formulas for a n and g n are derived which are of the type of Selberg's asymptotic formula for ψ(x) part III contains the final proof. 
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= Σ~^--Σ -log-. which proves (9) by (2).
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And Σ ^= Σ^( Σ J3OL-log(p-))
Thus, by (1), (2) and (6) In the next proof, use is made of the easily established fact that
This proves (11), with the help of (2) and (7). Finally
Σflogf log/bΣlog() + ΛΣlog JC^X k k 2 n^x n \n/ n^x n n (12) now follows by (2).
Formulas (8) through (12) suggest setting
In terms of b x and h a , the five formulas read For a proof of (14), we know, by (10'), that and
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Thus, by (3), (11') and (12'), 
(by (8'), (1) and (4)) *,/,-+0(1), by (12').
From (14) and (15) 
In the following, we shall employ the inversion formula
for all α; > 0 =φ flr(a?) = Σ μ(n) G^) , n ^x \n/ n^x \n/ as well as
For a proof of (17), we make use of the fact that x log x + A o x + 0(1) thus, by the inversion formula, If we add to (19)
which by (1) and (6) is equal to 3/2 log 2 x -3 A o log x + 0(1), we obtain
If 0 < c < 1, and c x < y < x, then it follows from the last equation that Let {s k } be a sequence of integers, determined as follows : every r t is an s k if log (r t+ jr t ) < 7 B, and r c = s fc , then r t+1 = s fc+1 if log(r ί+1 /r β ) ^ 7 B, enough integers s k+υ are inserted between r t = s fc and r ί+1 = s fc+m such that 3 B ^ log (s k+υ+1 ls k+v ) < 7 i?, for v = 0,1, , m -1. If there is a last r ίo = s fco , a sequence {s fco+ϋ } is formed such that 3 B ?g log(s fco+ϋ+1 /s fc+ϋ ) < 7 J5. Thus the s fc form a sequence with the following properties : Assume now that a (0 < a < 1/2) is such that (25) not h x = Then I Λ x I-log* a? is unbounded. Let x be large, and such that \h x \ log" x^\h y \ log* ^/ for all y ^x. Let c and d be positive integers such that (26) c-i < log x ^ s c , and
It will be shown that
From this it will follow that a ^ 1/3. Clearly I h x I log x = \' k Σ (I log* x ί log 1 "* x -log 1 "* s d + Σ (log 1 -* s fc -log 1 "* { fc=2
log" s fc + IΛ.^ I log" 8,-J (log 1 "" s, -log 1 -^,.,
If y < z, it is easily shown by the mean value theorem that
With y = log s^, 2 = log s k , and from the fact that s fc > log x, log (Sfc/Sfc-j ) < 7 JB, it follows by (27) that (28) |Λ,| -log
For the next estimate, we need the following lemma.
LEMMA. Let v and w be positive integers such that
Proof. If b n ^ 1/3 log w\v for every n in [v, w] , the lemma is obviously correct. Otherwise, let n λ be such that δ Wl^y log^, 6 n <l.log^ for v £ n <n x .
If log (njv) > 1/3 log (w/v), let z (v ^ z < n λ ) be such that log (njz) = 1/3 log (w/v) otherwise, let 2 = v. Thus by (22), in every case, log (njz) = 1/3 log (w/t;) + O(l/log v). Clearly δ w -2/3 . log w\v < 0 for v -^ n ^z. Thus
T^ Σ ^ (\-i log^Y-i.log («/»).log(«/«) +Of!5£ί!2/2l). 
).
log v / α proof y we split [v, w] In order to find a bound for \b x \, we consider now a particular interval J fc = (s k -lf s k ] let us assume that b n > 0 in / fc . Let n 2 el k be such that δ W2 ^ b n for every nel k .
Let ^ (s fc _! ^t< n 2 ) be such that The last sum is easily seen to be o(x log~1 /6+ε x), and thus
